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CHERRY CLA YfON 
Post-colonial, Post-apartheid, Post-
feminist: Family and State in Prison 
Narratives by South African Women 
I want to use a group of prison narratives by South African women to 
contest some of the implications of the current terms 'post-colonial', 
'post-apartheid' and 'post-feminist'. The 'post' prefix in all cases seems to 
suggest a movement beyond the struggles of the past, to describe an al-
ready existing or desired state beyond the dialectic of power struggles 
figured in the earlier terms 'colonialism', 'apartheid' and 'feminism', which 
connoted sites of struggle organised around nationality, race, and gender. 
The assumption seems to be that those struggles have become dated and 
unnecessary, as we now live in an era in which a 
destructive cultural encounter is changing to an acceptance of difference on equal 
terms. Both literary theorists and cultural historians are beginning to recognize 
cross-culturality as the potential termination point of an apparently endless human 
history of conquest and annihilation justified by the myth of group 'purity' and as 
the basis on which the post-colonial world can be creatively stabilized.1 
It is argued in this view that comparative methodology and the 'hybrid-
ized and syncretic view of the modern world which this implies'2 is the 
gateway to a new dispensation both in socio-political forms and critical 
methodology. This critical line often privileges texts which are themselves 
hybridized, syncretic, deconstructive and self-referential, such as those of 
Wilson Harris and J.M. Coetzee. Only texts which self-consciously decon-
struct European 'monoliths', which erode their own biases, are seen as 
offering liberation into a world 'in which one's own identity may be cre-
ated or recuperated ... as a process, a state of continual becoming in which 
both author/ity and domination of any kind is impossible to sustain'.3 
These sets of analogies between political structures, literature and criticism 
are attractive but, I think, misleading in terms of the ways in which power 
structures and the shaping of identity in response to those power struc-
tures continue to operate in the 'real' world. Prison writing offers us a 
model of a literature responding strongly, with all the resources of one 
particular, limited human identity, thrown back upon itself, to a particu-
larly punitive expression of a given state's power to curb dissent (to limit 
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discussion to political prisoners for the moment). Imprisonment can be-
come a very flexible cosmic metaphor, but it is also a term for a physical 
incarceration of the body which can be conjugated with some variety 
through different societies, history and geography.• Though it punishes 
individuals, it must be seen, as Kenyan writer Ngugi wa Thiong'o argues, 
in the context of 'the historical struggles of [a] people against economic, 
political and cultural slavery'.5 Ngugi's prison diary issues from post-
colonial Kenya, thus indicating one of the first disjunctions in the termi-
nology which equates 'post-coloniality' with 'freedom'. He writes: 
A year as an inmate of Kamiti [prison] has taught me what should have been 
obvious: that the prison system is a repressive weapon in the hands of a ruling 
minority determined to ensure maximum security for its class dictatorship over the 
rest of the population and it is not a monopoly exclusive to South Africa and 
England.' 
In the context of colonialism, imprisonment should also be seen as simply 
another inflection of the kind of control previously expressed in slavery 
and indentured labour? As Lucy A. Delaney's nineteenth century slave 
narrative puts it, when she hears the key turn in the prison door: 
My only c.rime was seeking for that freedom which was my birthright! l heard Mr 
Mitchell tell his wife that he did not believe in slavery, yet, through his instru-
mentality, I was shut away from the sunlight, because he was detennined to prove 
me a slave, and thus keep me in bondage. Consistency, thou art a jewel!8 
The same point is made a century later by Caesarina Kona Makhoere, 
author of No Child's Play: In Prison Under Apartheid, when she was im-
prisoned in South Africa after the school and township resistance of 1976 
to the imposition of Afrikaans as language of instruction. She describes 
how black women prisoners are forced to wear the 'doek' (headscarf) and 
apron, which symbolize their domestic servitude outside the prison. We 
do not live in the daydreams of the apartheid gods' she writes.9 Ngugi, 
too, places imprisonment in the context of resistance during both the 
colonial and post-colonial periods: 'the first prerequisite for this resistance 
was a rejection of the slave consciousness contained in the colonial culture 
of imperialism' .10 
Imprisonment, then, tries to confirm the pattern of slavery by breaking 
those who dissent from it but, in doing so, it calls into being a further 
excited and resistant avowal of individual identity which is the best bul-
wark against domination and which, through an enforced isolation from 
the rest of humanity, forges in suffering new and stronger forms of 
solidarity with that community. Those who survive are stronger for know-
ing what ultimate abuses of power can inflict: prison, as Ruth First notes 
when she sees the names of former political prisoners scratched on the 
exercise yard door, is a place of reunion and an archive.11 Prison, especial-
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which the forces of liberation have gathered. This roll of honour, 
chequered by human frailties, again suggests the intransigence of human 
identity: the first act a prisoner performs is to write his name on the cell 
wall.12 The prison memoir, especially, is rooted in an individual resistant 
identity which feels itself to be in a special relationship with a historical 
collectivity and thus reminds us that literature is, as Barbara Harlow 
points out, a 'political and politicized activity'13 and that the history of 
colonial struggle is made up of acts of resistance which include writing 
about that struggle, whether or not the person who entered the prison was 
already a writer and was being punished for that form of permanent dissi-
dence, permanent individuality. Prison seems to make even the reluctant 
writer, the activist,into a writer: the difficulty of the task, the silence, call 
forth the activity. If toilet paper is the only paper, and cell walls the only 
blank surface, people inscribe on them the communications which cannot 
yet reach outward, to others. 
To turn to the more complex relationship of the terms 'post-apartheid' and 
'post-feminist', I want to consider briefly the role played by gender within 
South African prison narratives, and to examine some of the differences 
revealed in the negotiations between family and state which these narra-
tives enact. 
In South Africa, where the state has been so evidently and abusively 
built on racial classification and discrimination, the distinction between 
political and common-law crime becomes blurred, as Makhoere points out 
('all prisoners, black and white, are political prisoners').14 In a non-
democratic regime, all crimes become in themselves accusations : Rose 
Moss's novel, The Schoolmaster, based on the Johannesburg station-
bombing by John Harris, makes this case well in the courtroom scene, 
which often serves to articulate the moral basis of political 'crime' in 
prison literature: 'The law itself is criminal.'15 Makhoere feels solidarity in 
prison with domestic servants who have killed their white madams; Ellen 
Kuzwayo, a writer and social worker, also briefly detained, mentions how 
her attitudes toward juvenile crime have changed over the years of resist-
ance.16 The release of Mandela and other political prisoners, great event 
though it is, does not in itself usher in a post-apartheid regime, and even 
a post-apartheid regime may have prisons like Kenya's Kamiti prison. 
In women's prison narratives the issue of 'the law' becomes even more 
problematic. Women are natural outlaws, as Christina Stead tells us; they 
have to find themselves in complex negotiations around patriarchal laws 
in family and state. If the law is identified with the father, and the father 
is the one who is empowered both in family and state, how is the woman 
writer to attain to independence, power, and authorship? Women writers 
make complex affiliations with paternal roles and identities in their fiction, 
and the writing itself may enact an emancipatory or conservative traject-
ory (Olive Schreiner, S.G. Millin and Pauline Smith are all interesting 
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here). But though prison is a place where a deep solidarity is forged be-
tween black and white (Hugh Lewin argues that only through prison ex-
perience can whites feel exactly what it is like to be black)17 prison narrat-
ives also reveal the effects of apartheid structures and mythology. The 
double load of black women is most graphically revealed in Makhoere's 
prison memoir, as her father was a policeman and actually led the police 
to her hiding-place. Family and state both become authoritarian betrayers 
and Makhoere's narrative reflects this in its scenes of verbal and physical 
violence, and in the long act of resistance that her prison career was at 
every level of prison life. She had also been a single teenage parent before 
her sentence and imprisonment. As a result the collectivity she invokes is 
that of militant sisterhood completely outside the system and the country: 
armed resistance. She admires militarized women both for their abandon-
ment of feminine stereotypes and their military power to destroy their 
enemies. Inside the prison she seeks to politicize and bind groups in re-
sistance, and celebrates every minor victory. Bessie Head's prison story, 
'The Collector of Treasures', set in independent Botswana, shows a similar 
movement from anger at unbearable degrees of subjection to male dom-
ination through an act of violence (Dikeledi murders her husband by cas-
tration) to the prison where she finds the 'treasure' of other women's 
affection.18 Dikeledi's crime is a common-law offence which Head links 
with the politically inspired breakdown of male integrity and family life 
over the time spans of traditional tribal life, colonialism and migrant 
labour, and independence.19 She points out that in all three eras in 
Botswana, women have been regarded as an inferior form of life. Dikeledi, 
however, also has special traditional female skills: she can knit and thatch 
well. She is an image of the storyteller's interweaving and an instance of 
the way those creative skills are distorted and rechannelled into violence 
by intolerable levels of humiliation. This is a post-colonial society where 
the burdens on women have intensified, not eased. Post-colonial does not 
necessarily mean post-feminist. It is a comment on this society that the 
only freedom for Dikeledi is found in prison. 
South African novelist Miriam Tlali' s account of a 'detour into detention' 
is also very angry, outraged at every level by the violence done to her and 
others on the occasion of a group arrest just before Steve Biko's funeral.20 
The violation is experienced intensely and subjectively at all levels, as a 
black woman, as a mother, as an oppressed citizen. She draws on meta-
phors of motherhood as a key image when she sees a young girl being 
molested by a policeman: 
My God! Whose daughter was it, I asked myself. It could have been my very own, 
T thought, all the nerves of my abdomen curling up into a painful knot. I could not 
bear the sight. The poor girl turned her eyes to me, and in them was a look no 
mother could mistake. It was a challenge, an appeal from a child, a female, to its 
mother.21 
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Here the family and the oppressed black 'nation' are experienced as one: 
as the trade union slogan puts it: 'an injury to one is an injury to all'. Even 
while recording the breakdown of family life, then, both Makhoere and 
Tlali draw on metaphors of family bonding as the deepest connections 
they know. Political violence summons up the need for care and protec-
tion, which family love is meant to guarantee even if it has not been ac-
tively experienced. There is no self-conscious fictional manipulation or 
criticism of the family itself, and no suggestion that certain power struc-
tures or abuses may be replicated within the family, even in the case of 
Makhoere, who sees her father as trapped within his collaborative role, 
which indeed he is. 
The two 'white' prison narratives I wish to consider, those of Ruth First 
and Nadine Gordimer, are both by middl~class intellectuals who wish to 
record the experience of imprisonment in South Africa, though one is a 
memoir and the other a novel. Both writers reveal the difficulty of being 
the 'half-colonized', i.e. women who may have experienced forms of domi-
nation within a patriarchal culture but whose position of power over a 
black majority is guaranteed by that same culture. Ruth First was the only 
woman associate of the Rivonia group, and was detained in 1963 under 
the Ninety-day no-trial law. The police pointed out to her that she occu-
pied a 'special place' because she was a woman: 
We know all about that meeting at Rivonia. It was a meeting of picked people from 
all over the country. Mandela was there, and Sisulu. The pick of the bunch. You're 
the only woman there ... and you try to pretend that you know nothing of what 
happened, that you can't remember, that nothing happened worth knowing. We 
know all about you ... You can count your lucky stars that we still have respect for 
women in our country. You could have been charged in the Rivonia case. But we 
didn't want a woman in that case. We still have some feeling for women.22 
First's most obvious solidarity is with a particular class, a Johannesburg 
Jewish intelligentsia committed to the Communist party, often lawyers 
with a strong sense of justice and its abuses in the country, the class, in 
fact whose inner predicaments Nadine Gordirner explores in her fiction 
(she may well have been drawing partly on her knowledge of the First/ 
Slovo family in her novel Burger's Daughter). First reveals her contempt for 
the Afrikaans prison wardresses on the grounds of their ignorance, their 
blind political affiliations, and their vulgarity ( She calls them, after Snow 
White's seven dwarves: 'Shrill', 'Raucous' and 'Pained'). Makhoere's resist-
ance towards her wardresses, on the other hand, is often physical, though 
she also despises their stupidity, and her physical fights with them reflect 
their far greater readiness to use physical violence on her than they would 
on a white woman. First shows no solidarity with common-law prisoners, 
but writes of them with a mixture of amusement and social worker's sym-
pathy.23 
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First's allegiance is to a political group and their programme, broadly the 
Freedom Charter and the multi-racial politics of the original ANC cell. 
This is revealed in her narrative structure: she constantly broadens the 
scope of her own prison memoir by recounting other prison lives, whether 
parallel to her own or not, in italicized sections within her narrative, the 
stories of Dennis Brutus, Dennis Goldberg, and Looksmart Ngudle. These 
italicized sections offer historical information, court proceedings, dramatic 
escapes, political events, interrogations and torture. They form extensions 
of her own experience, dramatize the noises she hears outside (the gun-
shot she hears at Brutus's arrest, for instance), and recount information she 
only had access to after her release. These stories add colour and drama 
to the monotony of her '117 days' and add the stories of other lives and 
selves unlike her own, black experience of torture, male parallels to female 
experience. They offer a sense of a larger commitment, of continuity and 
repetition. They reveal both her desire to be more inclusive and represen-
tative than she feels she is, and her skills as a journalist and writer. Her 
story becomes a complex interwoven narrative, creating solidarity by intel-
lectual and artistic means, not as a visceral response drawing on vivid 
emotive metaphors (as Tlali does). She is consciously broadening the scope 
of a white middle-class woman's experience by including other lives, other 
fates. 
First reveals no special solidarity with women as such, and she deliber-
ately keeps her children's lives in the background; she makes a conscious 
decision not to think of them too much. Her narrative is like her own life-
long political commitment: it takes the same shape. She strives for detach-
ment from her own experience and suffering, to see them in their histori-
cal perspective. She offers her own biographical data last, as if to suggest 
her own minor role, to show that she does not see herself as central or 
representative in the political struggle. These are the signs of her own 
intellectual courage, and they did not prevent her from receiving the same 
punishment, eventually, as other more representative political prisoners. 
First, then, shared the fate of the oppressed people with whom she sym-
pathized and identified, but her narrative shows that the act of writing in 
her case becomes a self-conscious bridge between herself and a dispos-
sessed majority. She is not a feminist, but she reveals the courage of in-
dependent thought and action which have made her an inspiration to later 
women in the political struggle. The 'special place' the police told her she 
occupied is riddled with the ambiguities of special treatment: ironically, 
had they not given her the special treatment meted out to a woman, she 
might have been kept alive by the same incarceration as the rest of the 
Rivonia group, later delivered after many years in the belly of the whale. 
Her fate is almost a metaphor for the penalties incurred in that 'special 
place' reserved for women by the respect of men. Respect is no substitute 
for equality and justice. 
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Nadine Gordimer is not a declared feminist either, but her fiction keeps 
exploring the psychic and physical manoeuvring space open to a half-
colonized white woman in South Africa. A short story, 'The Smell of 
Death and Flowers' suggests that a young white girl has to confront her 
own sexuality and perhaps break the patriarchal taboos of the white tribe 
before she can be liberated into the real world of political choices and 
political action.24 Burger's Daughter,25 as the title indicates, sets up complex 
metaphoric transferences between family and state, daughter hood and citi-
zenship, prison and liberation. The daughter of the title, Rosa Burger, 
seeks to find herself in the untrammelled pleasures of European culture, 
climate and art. Seeking to flee both a politicized family and the penalties 
they have incurred (her parents have both been political prisoners; her 
father dies in prison) she turns to the sunny pleasures of the Riviera and 
the company of her father's former mistress, Katya, but a love affair with 
an older man and a quarrel with a young black 'brother' in exile send her 
home again, more experienced both in love and in grief and able to take 
on new commitments after these semi-incestuous experiences have freed 
her from the compulsions of the nuclear family. Rosa Burger arrives at a 
point where she takes her father's place in prison: the watermark of light 
on the prison wall repeats an earlier watermark she used to notice in her 
father's house.26 Some critics have read this ending as a non-feminist 
capitulation, but Rosa is imprisoned while working with young black 
children, a 'feminine' and nurturing occupation which leads her into her 
new place, a freely chosen 'prison' in which she accepts the meaning of 
daughterhood. The final space she occupies, where friends visit and joke 
about the family, is not compelled: her experiences have taught her that 
law, in the family, might not be dissociated from love and that recognition 
unlocks her ability to challenge unjust laws in the state. She is able to 
repeat her father's commitment without feeling forced to do so by her 
position as his daughter. Both daughterhood and citizenship become 
choices, not submissions to authority. 
An earlier experience in the novel, the death of a hobo in a city park 
which Rosa witnesses without comprehending until she reads about it in 
the newspaper» is a trigger for an understanding of mortality outside 
prisons, outside the apartheid system, for which there is no blame and no 
exoneration. Her family have taught her that everything would change 
once political change was effected, after the revolution. But here she con-
fronts the 'mystery itself of absolute limitation, and absolute freedom: 
Nothing that had served to make us sure of what we were doing and why had any-
thing to do with what was happening one lunchtime while I was in the square. I 
was left with that. It had been left out Justice, equality, the brotherhood of man, 
human dignity - but it will still be there, I looked away everywhere from the bench 
and saw it still, when - at last- I had seen it once.21 
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Family life seems to supply us with metaphors for a humiliating depend-
ency as well as a liberating acceptance of self: prison and prison literature 
seem to do the same. They remind us that boundaries exist and that indi-
vidual identity, whether personal or national, is always fought for and 
maintained at a price. Individual rights, like the rights of peoples, need to 
be constantly re-asserted in a process of historical struggle. Independence, 
these writers seem to tell us, is found in the testing of limits. Our ident-
ities are corporeal, and we all speak from specific places and cultures 
which shape our responses, to life as well as literature. If we are to be 
emancipated, Gordimer's novel suggests, the microcosm of the family, 
which relies on the relationship between love and law, could provide a 
way into a more equitable model of the state. Shakespeare's Portia, in The 
Merchant of Venice, provides a similar insight into the paradoxical liber-
ation of female identity; hemmed in by her father's prohibition in the 
ritual of the three caskets, she discovers that this paternal injunction has 
been constructed, like a magic gate, to let in the one suitor who is worthy 
of her and, for that reason, the one suitor she is capable of loving. 
There is no post-feminism in the sense of moving beyond struggle, but 
the liberation the individual finds in the acceptance of personal responsi-
bility, for which I've been using the model of liberated daughterhood, is 
the only guarantee we have that our post-colonial or post-apartheid 
worlds will be an improvement on the old world of dominance and 
slavery. Our surest path into a shared trans-national human condition lies 
in the defence of specific rights, and specific freedoms. 
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